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REMARKS

Claims 7-12 and 19-20 have been amended to delete the multiple dependencies-

Examination in light of these amendments is respectfully requested.

The Examiner is invited to call the undersigned at (202) 220-4200 to discuss any

information concerning this application.

The Office is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees under 37 C.F.R.

Section L16or Section 1.17 or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 11-0600.

KENYON & KENYON
1500 K Street, N.W., Suite 700

Washington, D.C. 20005

(202) 220-4200 (telephone)

(202)220-4201 (facsimile)
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Respectfully submitted,

KENYON & KENYON

Date: 3Uuly 2003
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WHAT WE CLAIM IS;

1. A zoom lens comprising, in ordar from an

object side thereof, a lens group A that includes a

negative lens and a reflecting optical element for bending

5 an optical path and remains fixed upon zooming, a lens

group B that moves in one direction alone upon zooming

from a wide-anqle end to a telephoto end of the zoom lens,

and an aperture stop that remains immovable with respect

to posit ion upon zooming, wherein condition (1) is

10 satisfied:

0.45<log Yb/log v<0.&5 ... (1)

where y=f T /fw, and y h is a magnification of the lens group

D at the telephoto end/a magni f ioation of the lens group B

at the wide-angle end, provided ':hat fw and fT are focal

15 lenglhs of the zoom lens at the wide-angle **.nd and the

telephoto end, respective} y

.

2, The zoom lens according to claim 1, wherein

the lens group A comprises a negative lens; on the object

side with respect to the reflecting optical element.

20 3. The zoom lens according to claim 1, which

further comprises a lens group on an image aide of Ihe

zoom lens with respect to the aperture stop that,

upon zooming from the wide-angle end to the telephoto end,

moves in one direction alone

,

25 4 , A zoom lens comprising, in order from an

object side thereof, a lens group A that has negative

refracting power and remains fixed upon zooming, a lens
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group B that has positive refracting power end moves upon

zooming, and an aperture stop that remains immovable with

respect to position upon zooming, wherein condition (3) is

sat*. i 3 € ied:

5 0.45<log y B/log v<0,85 ... (1)

where y=fT /fw, and y a is a magnification of the lens group

B at a telephoto end/a maqnifiealion of the lens group B

at a wide-angle end, provided that fw and fT are focal

lengths of the zoom lens at the ^ide-angle end and the

10 telephoto end, respectively.

5. The zoom lens according Lo claim 4, which

further comprises a lens group C having negative

refracting power and a lens group D having positive

refracting power in order from the aperture stop toward an

15 image side of the zoom lens, wherein, upon zooming from a

wide-angle end to a telephoto end of the ;:oom lens, at

least one lens group moves toward only an image side of

the zoom lens,

6. The zoom lens according to claim 4, wherein

20 the lens group A further comprises a reflecting optical

element for bending an optical path, and the lens group B

moves toward the object side alone upon zooming from the

wide-angle end to the telephoto end-

7. The zoom lens according to clcilrn 1 or 4,

25 wherein the lens group A comprises a subgroup hi

comprising a negative meniscus lens convex on an object

side thereof, d reflecting optical element for bending an
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optical path and a subgroup A2 comprising at least

positive lens.

8, The zoom Lens according to claim 1 or 4, which

further comprises lens groups on an image side of the zoom

5 lens with respect to the aperture stop, wherein focusing

is performed with any of the lems groups located on the

image side.

9, The zoom lens according to clairr 1 or 4, which

further comprises lens groups having positive refracting

10 power, all of which have aspheric surfaces.

10, The zoom lens accord_ng to claim 1 or 4, which

further comprises lens groups having positive refracting

power,, all of which include cemented lens components.

11, The zoom lens according to claim 1 or 4, which

15 further comprises lens group having positive refracting

power, which are each formed of one cemented lens

component.

12, The zoom lens according to clain 1 or 4,

wherein the reflecting optical element for bending an

20 optical path ia formed ot a prism block thar. satisfies the

following medium condition:

1.55<nprt <l-97 ... (2)

where npri is a d-line refractive index of a medium that

forms Lhe prism block.

?,5 13. The zoom lens according to claim 12, wherein

the prism block satisfies Lhe fcllowing condition:

0.5<d/I.<1.2 ... (3)
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where d is a distance from an entrance surface to an exit

surface of the prism block as measured along the optical

path and calculated on an air basis, and J. is a diagonal

length of an effective image pickup area of an image

5 pickup device.

14- The zoom lens according to claiir. 4, wherein a

composite magnification of the Ions group B and subsequent

lens groups at the telephoto end satisfies Lhe following

condition

:

10 0.7 5<-pw<l-5 .» (4)

where (Jru is a composite magnification (on an infinite

object point) of the lens group B and the subsequent lens

groups

.

15. The zoom lens according to clcin 5, wherein

15 amounts of movement of lens groups upon zooming from the

wide-angle end to the telephoto end when focused at

infinity satisfies the following condition:

-1.0<Mi/M2<-0.3 - (5)

where M2 is an amount of movement of the Jens group B and

20 Mi is an amount of the lens group C.

16. The zoom lens according to claim 5, wherein

amounts of movement of lens groups upon zooming from che

wide-angle end to the telephoto end when focused at

infinity .satisfies the following condition:

25 0.3<M 4/M3<0.9 ... (6)

where M 3 is an amount of movement of the lens group C and

M< is an amount of the lens group D.
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17. The zoom lens according to claim 7, wherein

the subgroup A2 in the lens group A consists of two lens

components, i.e., a positive lens component find a neqative

lens component in order from the Object side, and

5 satisfies the following condition:

-0-3<L/fi7<0 - (7)

where f^ i -s a focal lengLh of the subgroup A2 in the lens

group A and Lisa diagonal length ol an effective image

pickup area of an image pickup device,

10 18. The zoom lens according to claim 7, wherein

the lens group A satisfies the following conditions:

0.b<(RiiF+FuR)/(R,)p-RiiR)<4 > 5 ... (8)

0<f n/fi2<0.8 - (9)

where Rnr and Rua are axial radii of curvature of an

15 object side-surface and an image side-surface of the

negative lens in the subgroups Al in the lens group A,

respectively , and fu and f l2 are focal lengths of the

subgroups Al and A2 in the lens group A, respectively.

19, The zoom lens according to els in 1 or 6,

20 wherein Lhe reflecting optical element for bonding an

optical path comprises a variable-shape mirror with

controllable shape.

20. An electronic imaging system comprising a zoom

lens as recited in claim 1. or 4 and an electronic image

25 pickup device located on an image side thereof.
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